
PROGRAM NOTES

Strauss and Mendelssohn
Although separated by more than a century, the two works comprising this 

program, Richard Strauss’s Metamorphosen (1945) and Felix Mendelssohn’s 
Octet, op. 20 (1825), share deep affinities not only in their instrumentation but 
also in the cultural and intellectual contexts in which they came into being. 
Behind the tonal richness of both lie explicit ties with that towering figure of 
Weimar literary classicism, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832). Musically, 
the two composers incorporate references to their historical musical antecedents, 
most prominently, in Strauss’s case, Beethoven’s Eroica symphony; and, in 
Mendelssohn’s, the “Hallelujah” chorus from Handel’s Messiah. Presenting the 
two works together offers listeners snapshots from what historians of modern 
Europe call “the Long Nineteenth Century,” that is, politically the period from 
the French Revolution in 1789 to the outbreak of World War I in 1914, but 
extending culturally well into the twentieth century. You will hear the two 
works in reverse chronological order: the profound sense of loss that pervades 
Metamorphosen—a retrospective, musical last gasp from a Europe ground down 
by two world wars— contrasts with its nineteenth-century predecessor, the 
Octet, a piece that seems to bear an untroubled optimism about the future of 
German culture.

Richard Strauss
Born: June 11, 1864, Munich, Germany
Died: September 8, 1949, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany

Metamorphosen for string septet
The arc of Strauss’s career stretches from the late 1880s and 1890s, when he 
established his reputation with a series of tone poems (including Don Juan, 
Till Eulenspiegel, and “Also sprach Zarathustra”), through four decades as 
predominantly an opera composer, and then to a final period of activity after 
1942 dominated by instrumental works. These latter works stand at a significant 
aesthetic remove from the tone poems of Strauss’s youth. While the earlier 
compositions were pieces of program music—that is, wordless music that relied 
on external, nonmusical information for its interpretation by listeners—Strauss 
presented the later works to the public without any explicit program. Indeed, 
with the exception of Metamorphosen, he returned to genres associated with 

“absolute” or “pure” music: concerto, concertino, and sonatina. This is not to 
suggest, however, that the elderly Strauss dispensed with extramusical stimuli 
altogether; in a private letter to the dedicatee of his Duett-Concertino (1947), the 
composer hinted that that work had been inspired by Hans Christian Andersen’s 
fairy tale The Swineherd. The violinist and long-time chairman of the Vienna 
Philharmonic, Otto Strasser, also recounted that when, in the course of 



celebrations of the composer’s seventy-fifth birthday, the topic of absolute music 
arose, Strauss’s response was, “I do not know what that is!” Instead, according to 
the music scholar Timothy L. Jackson, Strauss maintained that music is “always 
bound up with a precise concept.”

For Metamorphosen, nailing down this “precise concept” is hardly 
straightforward, but we can find some clues in the historical context of the 
work’s composition and in biographical information. Between the time of the 
first sketches in August 1944 and the completion of the score on April 12, 1945, 
Germany’s impending defeat in the war became increasingly evident. The 
military toll was accompanied by what for Strauss was also a cultural one: over 
a six-week stretch beginning in February 1945, Allied bombings destroyed 
three opera houses—in Dresden, Berlin, and Vienna— that had been central to 
Strauss’s career. To his erstwhile librettist Josef Gregor, Strauss confessed on 
March 2, “I am . . . in a mood of despair! The Goethehaus, the world’s greatest 
sanctuary, destroyed! My beautiful Dresden—Weimar—Munich, all gone!”

Strauss also left some clues, both in both his sketches and in the score of 
Metamorphosen. Goethe was on the composer’s mind during this period. While 
reading through the Weimar master’s complete works, Strauss copied two late 
poems into one of the sketchbooks he used for Metamorphosen. The notion of 
metamorphosis was central to Goethe’s natural scientific investigations, and 
it spilled over into his philosophical concerns as well. Goethe’s understanding 
of metamorphosis also inhabits the same intellectual realm as the German 
notion of Bildung, the formation of the humanist self, a concept that was also 
central to Strauss’s cultural mission. Yet the most explicit clues to the meaning 
of Metamorphosen lie in the final page of the score: there, Strauss quoted the 
funeral march from Beethoven’s Eroica symphony, and he marked the passage 

“IN MEMORIAM!”
At a minimum, then, we can understand Metamorphosen as Strauss’s lament 

for the destruction of German culture. How the title relates to the actual musical 
processes, though, is more elusive. The piece is based on as many as seven 
different themes, but none of them seems to undergo a metamorphosis as the 
piece progresses. It is more likely that the metamorphosis is to be found in the 
unfolding of music over time as Strauss presents the themes in ever-changing 
guises and combinations.

Strauss structures the work in three sections. In the slow opening section, 
he introduces the three main themes that will pervade the work. The second 
of these themes refers to that of the Eroica funeral march. Following a climax, 
the music gives way to a faster middle section. We can hear this section as 
a series of five “waves,” each of which crests with greater intensity than its 
predecessor. Yet the last of these breaks off suddenly. It is followed by a loud, 
tragic restatement of the opening theme signaling the onset of the work’s closing 
section. After gradually falling in intensity and attempting to collect its powers 
once again, the music subsides into a final statement of the second theme—now 
accompanied by the Beethoven quotation in the lower strings—before dying 
away.



Felix Mendelssohn
Born: February 3, 1809, Hamburg, Germany  
Died: November 4, 1847, Leipzig, Germany

Octet in E-flat Major, op. 20
Unlike Strauss’s somewhat recondite relationship to Goethe on display in 
Metamorphosen, Mendelssohn’s relationship to the poet and scientist was both 
personal and artistic. As a twelve-year-old, he traveled to Weimar with his 
composition teacher, Carl Friedrich Zelter, who introduced him to the 73-year-
old Goethe. Over a two-week period, the young composer spent hours each day 
playing the piano for the old master. As the musicologist Peter Mercer-Taylor 
notes, the two “appear to have developed a remarkable rapport, indeed as close a 
friendship as can be imagined between two whose ages were separated by sixty 
years.” Artistically, as we shall see, Mendelssohn’s relationship with Goethe 
manifested itself in, among other works, the third movement of the Octet.

Most commentators agree that the Octet, composed when Mendelssohn was 
16, is his first masterpiece. The work had few antecedents, save the composer’s 
own string symphonies, written between 1821 and 1824, and the double quartets 
of Louis Spohr (1784-1859). Yet while the latter treat two quartets antiphonally, 
Mendelssohn presents a wide range of combinations and interactions among 
the members of the ensemble, thereby going far beyond the elder composer’s 
practice.

Mendelssohn composed the Octet, the musicologist R. Larry Todd tells us, 
“for the birthday of Mendelssohn’s violin instructor and friend, Eduard Rietz.” 
Todd notes further that “Mendelssohn designed the florid first violin part, which 
not occasionally takes on the character of a concerto, for Rietz.” 

Completed on October 15, 1825—two days before Rietz’s birthday—the 
premier took place privately in the Mendelssohn home. Only in 1832 did the 
work receive its first public performance.

Conceived on a grand scale, the first movement contains a number of 
contrasting themes that Mendelssohn adeptly fits into a sonata structure. The 
movement opens with the first violinist introducing a brilliant theme that leaps 
up and falls back repeatedly. This is, however, in no sense a violin concerto; we 
soon encounter each instrument participating both as an individual and as a 
member of a collective effort to explore and elaborate the contrasting musical 
ideas that make up this movement.

After the exuberant first movement, the Octet takes an earnest turn in the 
second. A decidedly minor-key opening in the lower instruments gives way to 
what at first sounds like a brighter, major-key contrast by the four violins. This 
brightness does not persist, alas, but instead assumes the somber mien of the 
opening bars. Still, Mendelssohn does allow light to break through. The stern 
character of the music dissipates, giving way to a series of soft, gently falling 
scales played by the violins and violas. Nevertheless, the movement’s serious 
tendencies turn even this music in its direction. Only with the concluding notes 
of the movement does the major mode reappear—and ever so tentatively.



The fast, quiet scherzo that follows exemplifies the same sort of fairy music 
to which Mendelssohn would return in his incidental music for A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream. Here, too, the inspiration for the music came from literature. 
The composer’s elder sister, Fanny, recounted that Felix sought to depict the 
Walpurgis-night Dream episode from Goethe’s Faust. This scene, Todd observes, 
“unfolds to the accompaniment of an orchestra, led by a Kapellmeister who 
exhorts his diminutive musicians.”

The finale opens with a fugato passage that starts with the lowest instrument 
in the ensemble and accumulates each higher voice until culminating in a 
motive that echoes the “Hallelujah” chorus from Handel’s Messiah. While 
Mendelssohn devotes much of the movement to brilliant, often fugal treatments 
of the themes in the beginning (including the Handel reference), he does not 
hesitate to interpolate, now loudly, a recollection from the preceding scherzo. 
The movement provides an exhilarating conclusion to Mendelssohn’s youthful 
masterpiece.
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